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ABSTRACT 

The Johannesburg Metro Police Department (JMPD) Finesonline.co.za system aims to serve 

as part of a company called 2Big Mobile's Integrated Information System (I2MS), a five-part 

project, of which three phases have now been implemented by the Johannesburg Metro Police 

Department. The system seeks to offer Johannesburg motorists the chance to search for and 

view details of their fines, thus allowing motorists to verify their fines by viewing online 

pictures from speed and red light cameras as well as give them the opportunity to query and 

or contest the summons or warrant(s). 

There are far too many people issued with traffic fines daily on South African roads 

throughout the country. There are also equally as many if not more motorists who are arrested 

on a daily basis because of unpaid fines; but are reluctant to pay because they do not have the 

time to stand in winding queues at traffic departments or local municipalities to do it. 

At the moment, if a motorist wants to check traffic camera photos they have to visit the traffic 

department in person, sometimes more than once. That is very inconvenient and usually 

impossible for people who were a long way from home when they incurred the fine. There is 

only one main municipal court in the Johannesburg CBD that handles traffic fines as well as 

all the other by-laws contraventions, and hears many cases daily. This leads to reluctance of 

offenders to contest/query their fine which ultimately leads to more offenders neglecting their 

sununonses/warrants; which in turn leads to more motorists being arrested at roadblocks. 

Many researchers have found that E-commerce and usability issues are inextricably linked, 

since unusable E-commerce sites are often also unsuccessful. It has been discovered that 

usability plus security issues are the major setbacks to a lot of E-Commerce website in South 

Africa. 

Through this project, the author aspires to discover ways to achieve this fourth phase of the 

JMPD project by developing a website that will facilitate a good and up to date database 

system which allows for good capturing of data, including images, a sound search capability; 

being able to retrieve the correct fine/warrant with its relevant and corresponding information 

for that specific user together with the images of the offense. Lastly, the system should, 
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provide a means to or act as an intermediary between the Johannesburg traffic department 

and the mnnicipal court to facilitate simpler and specialized querying of fines and or 

warrants. While striving to achieve, this, the system should also be usable and secure meeting 

nniversal E-Commerce standards. 

The system was developed in accordance with System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) ; 

comprising Analysis phase, Requirements Specification phase, Designing phase, 

Implementation and Testing, all following Royce's Final Model of the Waterfall Model with 

the output of each phase serving as the input in the subsequent phase, allowing jumping back 

and forth between phases to accommodate changing requirements. 

The selection of tool for this system was done without compromise to ensure that all the 

objectives of the system would be met and the successful development of the JMPD 

Finesonline.co.za realised. 

In conclusion, the JMPD Finesonline.co.za System will be a solution for the problems faced 

with the current manual system. It will therefore enhance service delivery on the part of the 

JMPD as well as the mnnicipal courts by better serving South African citizens efficiently and 

conveniently. 
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1.1 Background of study 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Traffic policing is the responsibility of the Johannesburg Metro Police (JMPD), which 

was established in March 2001. The JMPD took over from the old Johannesburg traffic 

department. Whereas its predecessor only handled traffic violations, the JMPD is also 

responsible for policing crime and municipal by-laws. All uniformed Metro offices are 

empowered to issue traffic fines. JMPD officers undergo extra training in criminal law, 

community policing and police ethics. 

The JMPD is m the process of fully automating the process of traffic policing 

administration. The department has already embarked on a five-phase project in 

partnership with a company called 2Big Mobile Applications. 

The whole system called the Integrated Information Management System (I2MS) is 

aimed at dealing with the legal issues that have arisen regarding the arrests of motorists 

for outstanding fines without showing them a warrant as well eliminating the issues 

surrounding non-payment of traffic fines and the failure of offenders to appear in court, 

as well as the meandering queues at local traffic departments and local municipalities. 

The first three phases have already been launched and are currently being fully 

implemented. The first phase provides the JMPD with the functionality to check for 

outstanding fines by entering a car's registration number on a mobile phone. Phase two 

monitors and tracks police vehicles. The third phase enables officers to re-issue 

summonses and warrants of arrest to offenders on the spot. Four JMPD-branded trailers, 

each containing a laptop, fax machine and a printer, are connected to an information 

database using GPRS. The trailers will be parked alongside roads and fines can be printed 

on the spot. 
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The fourth phase, which is the basis for my research, is a web portal through which 

motorists can check if summonses and warrants are outstanding and also includes a . 

mobile fine payment system and the launch of a portal for online fine payments. 

And the fifth phase Aims to make phase 4 of the system available on mobile phones. 

These last two phases were launched and implemented recently; however, that does not 

alter my research. 
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1.2 Problem Identification 

From January 2002 to December 2002, 16 630 people in Johannesburg were arrested for 

failing to pay their traffic fines. In the same period, the council generated a massive R644 

million from traffic fines. This is too big a number. 

At the moment there are five places where motorists can view photographs from their 

traffic offences in Johannesburg, between 7:30 and 15:00 weekdays. There is no other 

mechanism in place for motorists to view the traffic camera photos of their offense( s) 

other than visiting the traffic departroent in person; which sometimes requires more than 

one visit to the departroent. This inconvenience is one of the reasons there is over R1 

billion in outstanding traffic fines owed to South Africa's local authorities and 

approximately 75 000 unresolved traffic fine court cases. 

Lastly, the number of cases that are withdrawn in the municipal court is a challenge for 

the court. The municipal court, in the Johannesburg magistrates' courts, was launched last 

August with the aim of speeding up the prosecution of by-law and traffic violations. It 

deals with contraventions of the by-laws in the city, regulating activities such as street 

trading, noise control and vandalism; therefore too many cases are heard everyday at the 

municipal court. 

The process of contesting a fine is currently inconvenient and tedious. This also leads to 

offenders' hesitance to contest/query their fines or even to appear in court at the date 

specified on the summons. 

The cases are withdrawn for a number of reasons, including incomplete addresses, wrong 

court dates, no identity numbers, no offence locations, undelivered summonses, wrong 

admissions of guilt, late submissions and no peace officer signatures or written or oral 

representations to the prosecutor. Most of the people who were summonsed chose to pay 

admission of guilt fines to avoid the procedures involved in contesting/querying a traffic 

fine. 
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E-Commerce sites are often unsuccessful, South Africa being no exception, primarily 

because of usability related factors. The websites are poorly designed leading to their 

intended users being unable to use them. Although 85% of the total South African 

population, computer literacy is still low, it is in this light that it is deemed necessary to 

ensure that layout, navigation and overall usability of the website is carefully designed. 

Security also still remains a serious issue. 
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1.3 Significance of Project 

The successful completion and implementation of this project will in the short run 

contribute immensely to the development of the I2MS, by enabling motorists to 

conveniently do, additionally, all of the following online: 

• View fine details and photo as well as print the fine 

• Query fines/summons directly to the JMPD 

• Contest fine through JMPD to the court 

This will have an enormous impact on the efficiency of local municipalities and 

ultimately, the country as whole. Even though this system is currently being designed for 

the city of Johannesburg, other municipalities will also follow suite and the country as 

whole stands only to benefit from this. This system will also be realizing a lot of people's 

visions. Below are some of the visions. 

South African needs to see more of this convenience available to her motorists. In an 

interview, Mr. Mokgatle Maesela of 2Big Mobile said," in theory the average South 

African should be able to pay traffic fines, as well as rates, water and other local authority 

bills, at any of the same places you can buy electricity units," he says. "We would love to 

roll out that service if the councils see the benefits, especially in the light of universal 

access strategies." 

Other future options, says Maesela, include allowing motorists to register queries and 

make representations, as well as view all fines they have outstanding and make bulk 

payments of fines. 

The hassle of paying traffic fines and municipal fees is one of the reasons why South 

Africa has escalating problems of non-payment. If there are ways to make it easier for 

these payments to be made, they will, hopefully, remove one of the obstacles to local 

authorities becoming financially stable and self-sustaining and at the same time 

addressing the issue of already over crowed prison cells by reducing the number of 

arrests being made daily. 
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1.4 Objective and Scope of Study 

The objective of this study is to: 

• Enhance the fourth phase of the I2MS project in a way that allows for the current 

online traffic fine system to be all encompassing, allowing users to: 

o Search all outstanding fines associated with the user 

o View full details of their traffic fines including viewing offense photos 

o Query/Contest fines, summons or warrants through a paperless system 

o Print out a copy of the fine details 

• Incorporate an online demonstration of how to use the system in a form of a short 

mov1e. 

This new system can be put in place to curb the current problems and improve on the 

service delivery of the JMPD by providing a simple and convenient and web system, this 

system is an obvious necessity given the nature of problems that the local municipalities 

and the JMPD are facing daily. This system is also advancement in technology 

development, slowly but surely meeting world standards. 

The problems have been identified and the needs have been isolated. The successful 

completion of this system will depend on: 

• The development of a high-quality website 

• The development of a good and reliable database which will capture and retrieve 

photos and relevant information. 

• Last but not least, link this system with the courts in such a way that the system 

acts as an intermediary between the public and the JMPD, conveying 

queries/contests of fines made on the site to the court. 

• Provide adequate help through an interactive video demonstration including 

visual and audio features to facilitate easier navigation for and familiarize novice 

users with £-Commerce/web based systems. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The JMPD has about I 500 officers who are divided into the helicopter unit, the 

motorcycle unit, the canine unit, the equestrian unit, the suburban unit and the freeway 

patrol unit. From January 2002 to December 2002, 16 630 people in Johannesburg were 

arrested for failing to pay their traffic fines. In the same period, the council generated a 

massive R644 million from traffic fines. 

It is currently, generally recommended that fines are paid in cash, to "avoid 

inconvenience." Other forms of payment accepted by the court are money orders, postal 

orders or bank guaranteed cheques. Such payments must be made well before the 

payment due date to reach the payment office on time. Postal payments can also be made 

before the date of payment to: Metropolitan Police, Private Bag X24, 2000. A cheque 

must be made payable to the authority mentioned in part D of the ticket. 

Motorists are warned against paying traffic fines through independent companies that 

claim to pay the traffic fine for a fee, via Internet or telephonic transactions, as this is 

"done at your own risk". If the company does not pay the fine and a warrant of arrest is 

issued, the motorist can land up in jail. 

Motorists caught on camera while speeding are sent a notice of the alleged offence. They 

can choose either to pay that amount or wait until a summons is hand-delivered to their 

home address by a sheriff of the court. Those who want to see the photo of their alleged 

violation can do so at the JMPD headquarters at no cost. 

Motorists who wish to dispute the charges must inform the prosecutor of the traffic court 

in writing, well in advance of the trial date. Those who have missed the deadline for 

paying the contempt of court fine, but still wish to pay their fine on or before the date of 

their court appearance, can do so at Room B41 at the Johannesburg Magistrate's Court. 
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The advent of e-government enables the delivery of public services in faster, more 

convenient and value-added ways. The move by the South African government to 

implement a comprehensive programme of online, real-time, service delivery, is based on 

a commitment to utilizing information and communication technologies to leap-frog 

development, and hence addresses service delivery inefficiencies as quickly as possible. 

Mobile technologies provide the opportunity to both reach citizens who are currently 

under-serviced by government, and to provide greater convenience to all citizens who are 

already accustomed to using their mobile phones, PCs as primary means of 

communication. These are some of the sentiments shared by Mr. Muthanyi Robinson 

Ramaite, Director-General, Department of Public Service and Administration in June 

2003 report. 

Table 1: Transport modes used by all household members in the week 

Percentage of all people 

Province , Ill 

"' :I r::: "' r::: ... .Q 

"' :;;: 
"' 'iii Ill -·- '2 ·- , ·- "' ·- ... ... :I "' >< ·- >< "' >< "' >< "' 1- Ill :..s :..s (l),f! lll.S (.) 

Western Cape 7.6 4.6 1.2 19.6 0.8 1.2 29.9 

Eastern Cape 0.7 3.3 0.5 15.9 1.2 4.9 
8.6 

Northern Cape 0.3 2.2 0.4 12.7 0.4 0.9 
16.1 

Free State 0.2 3.3 0.9 22.5 1.5 0.6 
12.6 

KwaZulu Natal 1.1 8.7 1.6 20.5 0.9 2.8 
11.2 

North West 1.1 6.7 1.0 22.7 0.4 0.7 11.9 

I"' 1 5.7 1 3.7 1.6 I 31.8 0.7 1 1.1 25.o 1 

0.2 8.1 1.0 19.7 1.0 1.1 11.8 

T. 0.1 5.6 0.6 17.7 0.3 0.7 7.7 
RSA ' ': 3c+c;:ZC. 22.;3 5;S,. · •... ~c.'l; 21.7 ,,~ ,1.9 )W.:-> 

Key Results of the National Household Travel Survey 2003 
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From the key results of The First South African National Household Travel Survey of 

2003 conducted by the National Department of Transport, it is illustrated by provinces 

how many South Africans use road transport daily. The city of Johannesburg is found in 

the province of Gauteng. 

Gauteng Province is the smallest provmce physically but has the second highest 

population. Johannesburg has a population of 3 225 812 according to the 2001 national 

census, a growth of22.3% from 2 639 110 in the 1996 census. Johannesburg's population 

makes up 7.2% of the total population of South Africa, up from 6.5% in the 1996 census. 

Approximately 57.3 percent own, or have use of a motor car. As illustrated by Table 4 in 

Appendix B, Gauteng Province (GP) has the highest number of motorists; with minibus

taxis ranking in as the most commonly used mode of transport; disregard of the rules of 

the road is more rampant among minibus taxi drivers followed by those driving private 

cars. 

A traffic ticket issued by an officer qualifies as a summons to appear in court. The ticket 

will stipulate the admission of guilt fine to be paid by the offender and the date of the 

court appearance, should the motorist want to contest the alleged offence. By law, a 

summons must be served at the offender's residential property. If they are not at home, 

the summons must be served on a person over the age of 16 who lives at or is employed 

on the premises. 

Traffic tickets can be paid at one of five JMPD offices: 

• At the Midrand Court; 

• At the Marlboro Testing Station in Sandton; 

• At Randburg; 

• At the Roodepoort Court; and 

• In the CBD at the JMPD headquarters on the corner of Village Main and Loveday 

streets. 
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The offices are open between 7.30am and 3pm every weekday. 

As an attempt to discourage speeding on roads across, which will ultimately lead to a 

reduction in the number of fines issued in the Johannesburg metro area, new speeding 

fines were implemented from October 2006. See Appendix A for a breakdown of the fine 

scheme. 

This speeding fine hike could indeed reduce the number of speeding occurrences on the 

road at the same time, this could only add to the existing problem, resulting in more 

money being owed to the municipalities as well as an increase to the backlog of court 

cases. 

The JMPD is, however, determined to end the culture of non-payment of fines and 

disregard of the law. Many people appear to think that when they receive a fine, that is 

the last they will hear of it because of the backlog of court cases. They are prepared to put 

into place as many structures such as the offender notification contact centre (OCC), 

launched in October, that will end this non payment culture. The OCC is collecting about 

R1.4 million a month in outstanding traffic fines payments. Around 4 500 offenders are 

untraceable every month, but the JMPD says it is actively working to find them. 

Director Chris Ngcobo, chief of police, said, regarding the matter, "As you are aware, the 

department has been under pressure with the issue of the enforcement of warrants. The 

inability of officers to produce them on the road has caused a big outcry" 

A recent report by the JMPD had shown that there were about 750 000 cases of 

unresolved traffic cases, either because the motorists had not received their traffic fines or 

the summons had not been delivered, or because of poor regulation on the part of the 

traffic departments, motorists simply ignore them. 
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The five-phase I2MS project is only a small part of a whole; even though it is to be 

completed in the very near future, 2Big Mobile's goal is to create a fully operational 

Metro Police system by 2030 for the department and ensure the by-law enforcement 

systems meet global standards. 

Both the 2Big Mobile and the JMPD were hoping to have the full system working by the 

end of2006. 

They did not quite meet their deadline target but Johannesburg city motorists can now 

avoid getting a nasty surprise at a metro police roving roadside checkpoint- because the 

web-based system, that displays all their outstanding summonses and warrants of arrest, 

is up-and-running. 

Part of the web service, (the fourth phase) called Traffic Fines: Outstanding Summonses 

and Warrants, was launched on 11 October 2006 and can be reached from the City's 

separate e-services website http:/ /eservices.joburg.org.za/joburg/eservices. 

To use the services, users (which must be residents of the Johannesburg Metropolitan) 

must be logged in. Residents must use their username and a password to gain access to 

the services on the website. If they do not yet have a username, they can register as an 

online user, with their ID numbers. So far only users in possession of a valid South 

African Identity Number (ID Number) are eligible to use the services. Motorists will 

then be able to avoid the predicament of finding out that they have outstanding 

summonses or warrants of arrest against them when they are stopped by the 

Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department at a roadside checkpoint. 

However, motorists are not yet able to view their photos using this service. They still 

have to physically contact the JMPD or their local municipality for that. 

Motorists can only use this site to check whether there are any outstanding JMPD traffic 

fines against their names, make payment of their fine( s ), and they can also then decide to 

contest the case, and so avoid the inconvenience of being detained or being arrested for 

offences they may not be aware of. 
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Currently, to contest a fine, motorists can do so in writing to the municipal traffic 

department any time before a summons has been is issued. They (motorists) also need to 

attach a copy of their traffic fine along with their letter. 

The traffic department will respond to the challenge in writing. If motorists are not 

satisfied with the outcome, they then have to wait for their summons and send their 

challenge, in writing, to the traffic department again. The traffic department will then 

present this letter to the Prosecutor on their behalf. The Prosecutor then decides whether 

to prosecute, in which instance the case will go in front of a magistrate, or to drop the 

case. If an agreement is not reached by the court date, the case will appear in court. 

It takes about a week to process submissions as they go through various channels. First, a 

JMPD officer examines the circumstances surrounding the representation. The document 

then goes to the public prosecutor, who has the final say. The verdict is then fed into the 

department's system and a letter is posted to the motorist's residential address. But people 

who leave their representation too late could end up in jail. Motorists sometimes receive a 

summons to appear in court, but do not lodge a representation until the day before the 

trial date. They are under the impression that the fine will be scrapped or reduced, and 

they then miss the court date. 

Anyone who fails to appear in court on the date stipulated in the summons is held to be in 

contempt of court and is liable to a mandatory R300 contempt of court of fine. A court 

may also impose a stiffer sentence not exceeding Rl 500 or imprisonment for a period 

not exceeding three months. For such cases, a warrant of arrest is issued. If arrested, the 

culprit can either pay the fine in full plus the contempt of court fine, or remain in custody 

until they appear in court the next day. 

To Log a Query or Problem using the launched web system; a user (once logged in) can: 

submit their traffic fine query together with general enquiries with regard to account 

queries, billing, meter readings, water, electricity, roads, metro bus, refuse, traffic fines 

etc online. There is no specialized mechanism for motorists to query or contest their 
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fines, which could take some time before the query IS handled. 

The only weakness of the current query system is that it allows users to log problems 

with regard to city services in general. All problems logged are entered into the system 

and assigned a unique reference number. This enables users to track the problem and 

follow up on the progress being made to resolve the problem. 

In the fifth phase, which is also not fully implemented, has been launched. It is another 

way to check the traffic fines; motorists can SMS their ID number (Malaysian IC 

equivalent) to 36997 from any mobile phone network provider. Each SMS costs R5 

(RM8). 

"First time users will be sent a PIN code by the JMPD for future reference. They will 

have to resend the PIN code to verify their details. Additional charges will not apply for 

this function. The user will then be automatically registered in the database and the next 

time they want to check for traffic fines, they simply dial 36997 and the PIN code," says 

Edna Mamonyane, JMPD spokesperson. Mokgatle Maesela, 2Big Mobile Applications 

executive director, says the SMS solution offers motorists the convenience and time 

management for checking traffic fines. 

In the past few years electronic commerce (E-commerce) and usability have become 

buzzwords in the online community. The initial concern was that World-Wide Web 

(Web) sites should be usable to enable users to easily access information on the Web. 

With the significant growth experienced in E-commerce, the focus has shifted from 

providing usable information sites to making E-commerce sites usable. International 

research has shown that usability is a critical factor for the success of E-commerce sites 

[Nielsen, Molich, Snyder and Farrell 2001]. Sites should be designed to support 

customers in completing online purchases effectively, efficiently and with satisfaction 

and confidence. E-commerce and usability have, therefore become inextricably linked. 
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In many cases, customers may be willing to browse a site and use it for information 

gathering purposes, but do not have sufficient trust in the site to actually complete an 

online purchase or payment on the site. Trust is more than a secure connection or the 

promise of a secure transaction. It encapsulates issues such as customer support and 

perceived trust- can the site deliver what it promises, when it promises and will there be 

after sales service and support, if needed? Trust is thus one of the major critical success 

factors for survival for virtual organisations on the Internet [Erasmus 2000]. Trust, 

however, has to be earned and businesses have to build up trusted relationships with 

customers over a number of years [Schneider 2002]. 

E-commerce and online shopping have mushroomed over the past few years. Even in 

South Africa (SA) there has been a tremendous growth in E-commerce, albeit not to the 

same proportions as in the United States of America (USA). 

Many South African E-commerce sites have usability problems. Since these sites are not 

usable, they may lose income from potential sales as customers prefer using sites that 

make purchasing online easy, efficient and safe. Thus having a usable Web site is not a 

luxury, it is a prerequisite for survival. Helinski maintains that the quality of a Web site is 

relative to the usability of the site [Helinski 1997] and thus usability can play a major role 

in the success of E-commerce. 

Furthermore, return visits to a site are directly linked to how easily a user can accomplish 

his task [O'Connor 2001]. According to Benbunan-Fich, usability also refers to the extent 

to which the user and the system manage to communicate clearly without any 

misunderstandings through the interface [Benbunan-Fich 2001]. Usability can be 

measured in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction [Hix and Hartson 1993; 

ISO 9241-11 1998; Jordan 1998]. 

• Effectiveness can be measured by determining if the user or consumer can 

actually complete the task at hand, whether it is to find information or purchase a 

product. 
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• Efficiency, on the other hand, looks at the time and resources expended. One can 

thus, for example, measure the time it took to complete the task. It most cases, a 

system is efficient if it allows the user to complete the task in a reasonable amount 

of time. 

• Satisfaction is the third leg of usability that needs to be measured. The most 

common way of measuring user satisfaction is by asking the user to complete a 

user satisfaction questionnaire once the task at hand is completed. 

The work reported in this paper forms part of a bigger research project, which is 

concerned with the use of guidelines for developing and evaluating E-commerce sites in 

SA. The purpose of the umbrella project is to determine the relative importance of 

international E-commerce design guidelines for SA. An expected deliverable from this 

study is a comprehensive set of design guidelines that can be used by E-commerce 

developers in SA to assist them with building usable E-commerce sites. These design 

guidelines can also be used as a tool to evaluate the final site design. 

There are numerous companies, some more reputable than others, offering similar 

services to motorist to pay their fines on their behalf. These are, for obvious reasons, less 

encouraged by the government. Although they offer some degree of convenience to 

motorists, most of them are still somewhat inconvenient in a sense that there is still some 

degree of paperwork required and the waiting period is still lengthy; A+ Registration 

Vehicle Service is an example of such a company which offers a range of services to 

motorists. Of particular interest for the purpose of this study are their traffic fine payment 

serv1ces: 
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Table 2: A+ Registration Similar Services 

• Traffic fine-
A+ registration will pay your 

copy or original Upto3 
Traffic traffic fine on your behalf, and 

• Payment for the working 
Fine present you with a receipt of 

amount quoted days 
Payment payment. A service fee is 

on the traffic 
charged for this service. 

fine 

• Payment for 

We will obtain a 80% of the total 

print out of all your traffic fines 

outstanding traffic amount 

Traffic A+ Registration can reduce fines - free of charge outstanding. 

Fine your accumulated traffic fines Motorists are Copy of ID 
3-4 working 

• 
days. 

Reduction by25% required to pay 75% • A service fee for 

of the total amount the printout of 

of the fines all the 

outstanding 

traffic fines. 

Traffic A+ Registration can obtain, on 

Fine your behalf, a print out of your Copy of your ID working 

Inquiry outstanding traffic fines. days 

There are, undoubtedly, more issues that exist concerning e-commerce. Fear of online 

credit card fraud and phishing prevent many users from buying online. Online credit card 

fraud is in actual fact much lower than users think ranging between 1.6percent-

1.8percent of all credit card transactions (CyberSource Corp, 2006). Security experts 

believe that the greatest threat is at the security level of the internet, therefore keeping a 
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website and its customer data safe should be of the highest priority. Numerous tools are 

available to protect the security over the internet. Some of them include: 

• Encryption 

• Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 

• Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 

Reducing risks in e-commerce involves some complex processes, new technologies and 

policies and ongoing update of the market. The following dimensions of e-commerce 

security, if addressed properly make for a safe and secure e-commerce environment that 

will encourage and reassure users to use this mode of payment or purchases; 

• Integrity 

• Nonrepudation 

• Authenticity 

• Confidentiality 

• Availability 

Security is a vexing, costly and complicated business, but a single lapse can be expensive 

in lost funds, records and reputation. Businesses and developers should never wait for 

disaster to strike, but stay proactive, employing a security expert where necessary. 
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3.1 Methodology 

CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

The primary functions of a software process model are to determine the order of the 

stages involved in software development and evolution and to establish the transition 

criteria for progressing from one stage to the next. These include completion criteria for 

the current stage plus choice criteria and entrance criteria for the next stage. 

The Modified Waterfall model, more specifically, Royce's final model was the chosen 

model for this specific project. 

Royce's final model, his intended improvement upon his initial "waterfall model", 

illustrated that feedback could (should, and often would) lead from code testing to design 

(as testing of code uncovered flaws in the design) and from design back to requirements 

specification (as design problems may necessitate the removal of conflicting or otherwise 

unsatisfiable I undesignable requirements). Royce also advocated large quantities of 

documentation, doing the job "twice if possible" and involving the customer as much as 

possible-now the basis of participatory design and of User Centred Design. 

This model is best suited for developing the JMPD 's Finesonline.co.za system 

considering the very nature of the system itself and the elements that go into building 

such a user centered system. 

This specific model was chosen because it is based on the traditional waterfall model; one 

proceeds from one phase to the next in a purely sequential manner. The output for one 

phase will be the input for the next. For example, one first completes "requirements 

specification" ~ they set in stone the requirements of the software. When the 

requirements are fully completed, the author can proceed to design. The software in 

question is designed and a "blueprint" is drawn for implementers (coders) to follow~ 
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this design should be a plan for implementing the requirements given. When the design is 

fully completed, an implementation of that design is made by coders. Towards the later 

stages of this implementation phase, disparate software components produced by 

different teams are integrated. After the implementation and integration phases are 

complete, the software product is tested and debugged; any faults introduced in earlier 

phases are removed here. Then the software product is installed, and later maintained to 

introduce new functionality and remove bugs. 

Thus the waterfall model maintains that one should move to a phase only when its 

preceding phase is completed and perfected. Phases of development in the waterfall 

model are thus discrete, and there is no jumping back and forth or overlap between them. 

That's where Royce's fmal model comes in because it allows for one to go back, re-look 

and or redo or refme a particular phase. 

Figurel. Modified waterfall model (Royce's Final Model) 
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3.2 Procedure Identification 

Analysis 

The as-is system was studied intently over a period of time and any new developments to 

the system were also carefully tracked and noted so that a thorough understanding of the 

system could be achieved. This is a rudimentary stage in the SDLC because without a 

proper understanding of the as-is system, the to-be system might be compromised. 

In analysing the as-is system, gathering as much information as possible on the I2MS 

system was of paramount of importance; identifying all the 5 phases and how they 

interlink, recognising the current system's shortcomings, strengths and any areas of 

improvement were all part of this process. 

System Requirements Specifications 

With output of the previous phase serving as input for this, the strengths, weaknesses and 

areas of improvement were identified. In summary, the to-be system required: 

• To be developed centered solely on the end-user. 

• At the very least, standard e-commerce development principles had to be 

taken into serious consideration. Since it has been discovered that usability 

can be measured in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, it is 

imperative that design and functionality of the interface be centered on these 

three principles. 

o Effectiveness the to-be system needs to be developed in such a way 

that the user can actually complete the task at hand, which is to either 

view his/her fines and details thereof, query/contest or make payment 

for those fines. Effectiveness is also determined by whether it is easy 

for users to acquire information on the website. 

o Efficiency of the system will be determined by, the time it takes the 

user to complete his task and the resources expended. In most cases, a 
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Design 

system is efficient if it allows the user to complete the task in a 

reasonable amount of time. 

o Satisfaction is the third and final leg of usability that needs to be 

considered. The most common way of measuring user satisfaction is 

by asking the user to complete a user satisfaction questionnaire once 

the task at hand is completed, although this is not in my scope, I will 

have a mock user satisfaction questionnaire. 

• The system's payment method has to be one that is most suitable and tailored 

for the needs of South Africans. 

• Enable the search for fine information by either the notice-number 

(recommended), OR the user's ID number. 

• A stable database with image storing capabilities. 

• To collect from users and convey to the municipal court the queries and 

contests of fines. 

• To incorporate an interactive introductory learning tool for the benefit of 

novice users. 

• Design database. 

• Design the interface : Using storyboards and HTML prototyping 

This is the phase in which the website was, first, designed and then populated and 

lastly, connected to the database. 

• Design e-Tutorial after both the website and database are completed 

Implementation 

• Define classes and assign modules 
• Development 
• Coordinate activities 
• Manage schedule 
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Testing 

• Integration Testing 

Through Interface Testing and Use-Case testing, make certain that each interface and 

all links between different parts of the system function accurately and test each use 

respectively. 

• System Testing 

The author conducted Requirements Testing by repeatedly running the system to 

assess whether the original requirements were met, ensuring at all times that any 

changes made during integration testing did not create new errors. The author also 

conducted Usability Tests to evaluate how convenient it is to use the system by 

getting some users with relative experience in interface design. 

• Acceptance Testing 

The author used this last test to get users of different levels of experience to use the 

system in an attempt to ensure that users do accept the system. The author also used 

this opportunity to get users to identify errors or useful areas of improvements in the 

system. 
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• Analyse as-is system 
o Study and understand 

Background 
o IdentifY Strengths and 

Wealmesses 
• Identify other areas of improvement for 

to-be svstem 

REQUIREMENTS 
SPECIFICATION 

• Apply the best £-commerce development principles 

• Provide good database which caters for reliable 

storage of images 

• Enable search for fine's infonnation 

o Using fines notice-number 

o Identity number 

• Deploy functionality to convey queries and contests 

of fines to the JMPD and the court. 

DESIGN 

• Design the database 

• HTML Prototype: Design the user interface 

(website) 

• Design the e-Tutorial on how to use the system 

IMPLEMENTATION 

• Assign modules 
• Programme/Develop 
• Co ordinate activities 
• Manae:e schedule 

Figure 2. Procedure Identification 
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3.3 Tools 

The development tools used for this project are as follows: 

3.2.1. Database: phpMyAdmin 

phpMyAdmin was chosen as a platform to design and maintain all the data included in 

the JMPD FinesOnline system running on Apache server. phpMyAdmin is web based - it 

runs on any server capable of handling PHP. Because of this all the online Database 

Administration is done using phpMyAdmin. The database management part will be 

handled byphpMyAdmin. Below are some features ofphpMyAdmin: 

• Browse, view and drop databases, tables, views, fields and indexes. 

• Create copy, drop, rename and alter databases, tables, fields and indexes. 

• Maintenance server, databases and tables, with proposals on server configuration. 

• Execute, edit and bookmark any SQL-statement, even batch-queries. 

• Create and read dumps of tables- in various formats like CSV, SQL, etc. 

• Export data to various formats: CSV, SQL, XML, Excel and more. 

• Administer multiple servers. 

• Manage MySQL users and privileges. 

• Check referential integrity in MyiSAM tables. 

• Using Query-by-example (QBE), create complex quenes automatically 

connecting required tables. 

• Search globally in a database or a subset of it. 

• Support InnoDB tables and foreign keys. 

3.2.2 Development Software: Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 

The interface of the JMPD Finesonline.co.za website was designed usmg 

Macromedia MX. This tool was chosen because it provides a powerful combination 

of visual layout tools, application development features and code editing support. 
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The pages were designed usmg this product and was then integrated with 

phpMyAdmin using the PHP script. Macromedia Dreamweaver provides integrated 

development environment to develop HTML, XHTML, XML, ASP, ASP.NET, JSP, 

PHP and Macromedia ColdFusion websites. For this particular project, the author 

used PHP, thus Macromedia Dreamweaver was the best choice available with the 

development environment chosen. 

3.2.3 Interface Design and Image Manipulation: Adobe Photoshop 

Photoshop is the ideal tool for making your very own website. Using Photoshop 

enhanced the overall image and smoothness of the author's website. 

Photoshop will allow even the beginning webmaster the ability to create an entire web 

template from scratch. The author used Photo shop for the primary purpose of designing a 

web template and from then hence used Image Ready to cut up the template image and 

customize it for the Finesonline.co.za website. Photoshop also helps if the author has 

something more specific within the webpage(s) they want to alter, like the navigation or 

certain images for instance. With Photoshop the author was also able to optimize all the 

images she worked with in order to ensure that the website visitors are getting the fastest 

load times possible. 

3.2.4 Design and Development of e-Tutorial: Macromedia Captivate & Flash 

Through the use of Macromedia Captivate, the author was able to quickly create an 

interactive simulations and software demonstrations. Captivate is easy to use with no 

programming or multimedia skills required, providing engaging content with 

interactivity; audio and video. It also offers simple integration with other Macromedia 

products and e-leaming applications, therefore incorporating this movie into the website 

through Dreamweaver was no difficult task 
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3.2.4.1 Audio: AT&T Natural Voices Text-to-Speech 

Text-To-Speech, or TTS for short, is computer software that converts text into audible 

speech. This is a text-to-speech software engine of unparalleled quality and flexibility. 

• Natural-sounding voice output to enhance any application, product, or service. 

• Prompt generation for dynamic content. 

• Multilingual and multiple voice font selection in one engine. 

• Multiple standard APis supported. 

3.2.5 E-mail Server/Client: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.0 

Microsoft Outlook Express was the author's choice for the email client, for sending and 

receiving the acknowledgment and notification email after users submit their queries or 

contest their fines online. It's easy to set up and use. It has the familiar Windows 

interface, and doesn't require downloading or purchasing another program. In short, 

Outlook Express is a free windows-based program that allows one to send and receive 

email. It's a component of Internet Explorer and comes pre-installed with any version of 

Windows. Outlook Express is a light version of Outlook, limited to sending and receiving 

email only. One of the benefits of Outlook Express; it allows you to store all your 

messages on your computer, thus completely eliminating the storage problem. 

In order to successfully complete the creation of a mail tunnel, the author had to adjust 

the mail client to point to localhost. The author set up a profile in Outlook Express using 

the login details of localhost email account (the email address and password they 

normally use when logging in to the local server. The E-mail Server was subsequently, 

the author's local host information. The author then hard coded the functions to connect 

Outlook Express to the website to be able to retrieves email, downloading all messages to 

the author's computer. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this project is to offer a solution to support efforts to improve the JMPD's 

service levels and do away with the culture of non payment of traffic fines. This project 

also aims to eliminate the inefficiencies of a paper-based (i.e. incomplete addresses, 

wrong court dates, no identity numbers, no offence locations, wrong or incomplete 

sections or by-laws, no charges or incomplete charges, wrong admissions of guilt, late 

submissions and no peace officer signatures or written or oral representations to the 

prosecutor), and relatively time-consuming system by introducing an online traffic 

offence record system for motorists to check and query outstanding traffic fines, 

summons and warrants, view their offence photos and pay their fines online through one 

online system, safely and conveniently. The new service is yet another module of a 

comprehensive system being designed for the department by 2Big Mobile. 

The benefits of automation occur through the paperless exchange of documents among all 

stakeholders, i.e. motorists, the traffic department and the municipal court. 

Through this system, most but not all information will be transmitted and stored 

electronically. The most important role of this system is to be a communication medium 

between the above mentioned stakeholders, and that is the basis of the author's decision 

to design the system following the client/server architecture. 
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Figure 3 below shows the system architecture of the JMPD FinesOnline.co.za Traffic 

Fine System 
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Figure 3.Three Tier Architecture 

Database Server 

The system is stored in the server; the server is consequently connected to the database 

that contains all related data relevant to the system. When the client (i.e. motorist, JMPD 

officer or Municipal court staft) request information from their side, the server will parse 

a query to the database and retrieve the details. It is possible to have all types of 

component (forms, services and reports) stored and executed on the Client device. 

Indeed, this is how the author built and tested system. With the right approach the 3-tier 

architecture saves development manpower. Code each bit only once, with powerful 

reusage capabilities. By using the client server/server architecture, maintenance of the 

system and database will be significantly easier in comparison with the manual 

procedure. Another advantage of using this architecture is that it is flexible and separates 

the "logic" of the web site from the "content" or data of the site, therefore, should the 

author later decide to change the look of or way the information is presented on the 

website, they will only have to change the application while the content or data remains 

the same in the database. 

To address the security issue, the author suggests the use of Secure Layer Socket (SSL), a 

protocol developed by Netscape for transmitting private documents via the Internet. SSL 

encrypts data, like credit cards numbers (as well other personally identifiable 
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information), which prevents the online criminals from stealing your information for 

malicious intent. SSL uses a cryptographic system that uses two keys to encrypt data - a 

public key known to everyone and a private or secret key known only to the recipient of 

the message. Both Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer support SSL and many Web 

sites use the protocol to obtain confidential user information, such as credit card numbers. 

By convention, URLs that require an SSL connection start with https: instead of http: 

Another protocol for transmitting data securely over the World Wide Web is Secure 

HTTP (S-HTTP). Whereas SSL creates a secure connection between a client and a 

server, over which any amount of data can be sent securely, S-HTTP is designed to 

transmit individual messages securely. SSL and S-HTTP, therefore, can be seen as 

complementary rather than competing technologies. Both protocols have been approved 

by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a standard. For this project, the author 

suggests obtaining security services from Thawte, a South African founded Certificate 

Authority, which provides free client certificates. 

Figure 4 illustrates an overview of how SSL works: 

Figure 4: Secure Socket Layer Overview 

Please Note: T~e system's users are not limited to the motorist; but for the scope of the pro jed, the term user 
refers to motortsts. 
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To process payment, the author suggests that the JMPD become a merchant, rather than 

use a payment gateway or credit card processing company. Sensitive information has to 

be protected through at least three transactions: 

• Credit card details supplied by the customer, either to the merchant or 

payment gateway. Handled by the server's SSL and the merchant/server's 

digital certificates. 

• Credit card details passed to the bank for processing. Handled by the complex 

security measures of the payment gateway. 

• Payment and customer details supplied to the merchant, either directly or from 

the payment gateway/credit card processing company. Handled by SSL, 

server security, digital certificates (and payment gateway sometimes). 

The author developed the system for the security of registered users by making use of a 

PHP session variable. The variable is used to store information about, or change settings 

for a user session. Session variables hold information about one single user, and are 

available to all pages in one application. 

When users are working with an application, they open it, do some changes and then you 

close it. This is much like how a Session works. The computer knows who you are. It 

knows when you start the application and when you end. But on the internet there is one 

problem: the web server does not know who you are and what you do because the HTTP 

address doesn't maintain state. 

A PHP session solves this problem by allowing you to store user information on the 

server for later use (i.e. username, passwords, etc). However, session information is 

temporary and will be deleted after the user has left the website. For more permanent 

storage, the author utilized the data in a database. 
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Sessions work by creating a unique id (UID) for each visitor and store variables based on 

this UID. The UID is either stored in a cookie or is propagated in the URL. 

Figure 5 below demonstrates how a two-way cookie exchange happens 

I G) HTTP ~~~t .. . . 

I ® ..... - ........... 

WebCJin 
I! t [[j .. 

Web Server 

Figure 5. Two-way Cookie Exchange Mechanism 
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4.1 Use Case Diagram 

Figure 6 below shows the use case diagram for the JMPD Finesonline.co.za System. The 

diagram was generated according to the tasks users perform. 

User 

Unregisterd User 

Registered User 

JMPD Finesonline System 

Search Fines 

View Fine Details 

«ext ndS» 

Query Fine Contest Fine 

View Demonstration 

Feedback 

Make Payment 

Check Payment 
History 

Enter Notice-Number 

xtends-

Print Details 

Sign Up 

Login 

Figure 6. JMPD Finesonline.co.za System Use Case Diagram 
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Based on the Figure 5, users can access the system to perform their desired tasks. From 

the system, the users will be able to: 

• Key in the notice-number found on the fine 

• Search for all fines associated with the vehicle 

• View details of the fine including the image 

• Print the details of the fine 

• Query the fine 

• Contest the fine 

• Sign Up 

• Search Payment history 

• Pay the fine 

• View demonstration 

4.2 System Input 

Consistent with the research done prior to the implementation of this project, the author 

discovered that input from the user is needed for the system to function as expected. The 

fine details will be entered into the database at the backend by the administrator in the 

JMPD. For the scope of this project, the input is the notice number found on the fine 

issued by the JMPD to the user. 

4.3 System Back-End (Database) 

The database used for this system is MySQL using phpMyAdmin. The database is a 

fundamental component of the system based on the premise that it is where all the data 

involved in the system's transactions. One of the main objectives of this project is to 

provide a reliable and competent database for the storage of users details, fine 

information and images, which will all be entered into the system by the JMPD staff. 

For the scope of this project, all information regarding users' fines was entered into the 

system on the system's back-end. The author suggests for further development. A more 
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user-friendly interface is designed for JMPD officials or system administrator, for this is 

the part of the system that they will be working with on a daily basis. 

4.4 System Front-End 

Crucial to the success of the system is the interface - the website. The aim is to make the 

interface as pleasing to the user's eye and as simple to use as possible, while minimizing 

the effort on the user's part to accomplish their tasks. Please refer to Appendix C for the 

homepage, the initial point of interaction with the user. 

4.4.1 System Login 

Users' access to the system by login into the system can accomplished from their 

personal computers. Not all users are required to login into the system. Only users, who 

have registered on the site, wish to pay their fines online or view their payment history 

need to login. The purpose of this feature is to ensure security of sensitive payment data. 

The system recognizes users by utilizing sessions. Refer to Appendix D to view the 

Login Page to the system. 

4.4.2 Sign up form 

The purpose of this form is to allow unregistered users to sign up and create a new user 

account which will enable them to pay their fines online. The form is uncomplicated and 

allows for a speedy sign up process. Refer to Appendix I 

4.4.3 Query Fine Form 

The purpose of this form is to give users the platform to ask any questions regarding their 

fines, to provide the JMPD with any changes to their residential address or any other 

contact details to avoid any delays in the delivery of any correspondence between them 

and the JMPD or the municipal court. Refer to Appendix K 
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4.4.4 Contest Fine Forms 

This form serves almost as a letter of appeal to the court to have the fine reduced or 

revoked, or else appeal to have representation in the trial of the fine. This part of the 

system deals with the legal aspect of things more than administrative purposes. Refer to 

Appendix L. 

4.4.5 Feedback Questionnaire 

The primary purpose of this questionnaire is to measure usability. Through the feedback 

from users, the JMPD and the system will be able to stay on par with their users' 

requirements and needs. Refer to Appendix N 
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4.5 Class Diagram 

Figure 7 below shows the classes of the system, their interrelationships (including 

inheritance, aggregation, and association), and the operations and attributes of the classes. 

Fine 

-use rid 
User -useriDno 

-Notice_Number otice_Number 

1 0 .. * 
-Vehicle_Reg 

£;,. 
-Film_Number 

Photo -Offence_Date 
-Municipality -photo_id 

1 1 -Description -Notice_Number 
-Location 1 1 -Photo_Description 
-Speed_limit +View() 
-Recorded_Speed 
-Fine_ Value 
-Payment Status 

+Search() 
+View() 
+Print{) 

1 

Unregistered Registered 

-userid 

+Sign Up() 
-usersFirstName 
-usersSurname . 

J -usersiDno 
1 -usersEmai! ~ 0 .. 1 

0 . .* 

-usersPword 0 .. 1 
+Login() 

I Query Contest 

1 1 -queryid -contestid 
-qName -Name 
-qEmail -cAddressStr 
-qNoticenumber -cMunicipality 
-qAdressStr -cPostalcode 
-qAddressCode -cContestType 

0 . .* -qAdressMunicipality -cMotivation 
0 .. * 0 .. * -qType -cEmail 

-qDetails -cNoticenumber 

Feedback 
o.: -qContactType +Submit() 

+Submit() 
-feadbackiD 
-computerliteracy Payment 

-use System -userid 
-completeTask -Credit CardNo 
-trouble -Ccv_No 
-manual System -Expiry_Date 
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-help +Make Payment() 
-information 
-txt Suggestion 
+Submit() 

Figure 7. JMPD Fmesonlme.co.za Class Diagram 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

JMPD Finesonline.co.za system was successfully completed and within the required time 

frame. The system meets all the project's outlined objectives and beyond. The author is 

particularly elated by the fact they were able to further enhance the system by adding the 

notification email sent to users upon submitting a query or contesting a fine online, as 

well as the added print function. 

From the research and observation done prior to the implementation of this system, tbe 

author discovered that the process of motorists having to physically visit tbe department 

for details about their fines is both tedious and inconvenient, the manual process of 

querying and contesting fines is also complex and time consuming and users have to wait 

for a long period before they get a response from the department concerning their queries 

or contests. As a result, the conception of this system is mainly founded on these 

difficulties that motorists face by using the manual system. 

Through this project, the JMPD Finesonline.co.za Traffic Fine System successfully 

addressed the problems faced by the current system and also provides tbe solution for 

better communication between users, the JMPD and the municipal court. 

The greatest advantage of going paperless and electronic is saving money and time, while 

improving service on the hand and increasing customer satisfaction levels and providing 

new and enhanced services on the other because with the implementation of the JMPD 

Finesonline.co.za Traffic Fine System, the management and processes of fines will be 

more effective and efficient. Hopefully this system will serve as a benchmark for current 

systems who offer similar services. 
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5.2. Recommendations 

There are undoubtedly opportunities for the system's expansion. As mentioned before, 

for the purpose of this project, the scope was limited to the user being the motorists only. 

This whole idea behind this system was conceived with three types of users; the motorist, 

the JMPD officers and the municipal court officials. 

It is therefore palpable that 3 different interfaces will have to be designed to each user. In 

this project, the author sends an automatic notification email with a reference number to 

the user on behalf of the JMPD. There is still a degree of a manual process here because 

should the JMPD not respond within the said time frame, the user cannot track the 

progress of the query or contest online. To make this possible, developers can use 

applications such as Web Services - a software system designed to support interoperable 

Machine to Machine interaction over a network. 

Web services are frequently just Web APis that can be accessed over a network, such as 

the Internet, and executed on a remote system hosting the requested services, using open, 

XML-based standards and transport protocols to exchange data with clients, enable 

developers to create and deploy secure, reliable, transactional, interoperable Web services 

and clients. 

The system does not currently display details of any warrants of arrests that have been 

issued on the motorist, motorist can only check if they have warrants or not. Currently, 

the user has to submit a query to view this. 

Therefore, the author recommends a mechanism that will allow users to be able to track 

and see the progress of their queries and contests through the system. For example, 

registered users can enjoy the added benefit of being sent notification emails should there 

be any fines or warrants of arrests issued to them. 
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With the implementation of these recommendations, the author strongly believes that the 

system will truly be an all encompassing Traffic Fine System offering motorists, the 

JMPD and the Municipal courts the utmost convenience. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Traffic Fine Scheme 

Table 3: Breakdown of Traffic Fine Scheme 

60KM/HZONE 

SPEED FINE SPEED 

71-74km/h R250.00 75-79km!b 

80-84km/h R750.00 85-89km!b 

90-94km/h R1500.00 95-99km!b 

*IOOkrnlh and over, no fine payable. Have to appear in court 

70KM/HZONE 

SPEED FINE SPEED 

81-84km!b R250.00 85-89km!b 

90-94km!b R750.00 95-99km!b 

1 00-1 04 km!b R1500.00 105-109km!b 

*llOkmlh and over, no fine payable. Have to appear in court 

SOKJ\11/H ZONE 

SPEED FINE SPEED 

91-94km!b R250.00 95-99km!b 

100-1 04km/h R750.00 105-1 09km!b 

11 0-114km/h R1500.00 115-119kmlh 

*120km/h and over, no fine payable. Have to appear in court 
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FINE 

R500 

R1000.00 

R2500.00 

FINE 

R500 

RIOOO.OO 

R2500.00 

FINE 

R500 

R1000.00 

R2500.00 



1 OOKM/H ZONE 

SPEED FINE SPEED FINE 

111-114km!h R250.00 115-119kmlh R500 

120-124km/h R750.00 125-129kmlh R1000.00 

130-134km/h R1500.00 135-139km/h R2500.00 

*140km/h and over, no fine payable. Have to appear in court 

120KM/H ZONE 

SPEED FINE SPEED FINE 

131-134km/h R250.00 135-139kmlh RSOO 

140-144 km/h R750.00 145-149kmlh R1000.00 

150-154km!h R1500.00 155-159kmlh R2500.00 

*160km/h and over, no fine payable. Have to appear in court 
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Appendix B 

Table 4 summarizes the types of the most common offences and the number of 

occurrences per type of offence. This summary was compiled by the Arrive Alive 

Campaign, a subsidiary of theN ational Department of Transport. 

T bl 4 S a e : ummaryo fR I fT ffi Oft esu ts o ra IC ence M 't . S om onng nrvey 

lone nee IIGA l~lwci~~IMPIINwi~~IRsAI 
jspeed: Urban: 60km/h LMV (%offenders) I~@TI001illru~Z£J~~~ 
jspeed: Rural: 120 km/h LMV (% offenders) l~lill@Lllill!ill@DILJ~[!§J~ 
/Alcohol levels, urban1 drivers (% offenders) llilllo.9j[QJ~[QI~[Q]2.2j[!][ITJ 
!Alcohol levels, urban1 pedestrian (%offenders) I~!Z:JEJEJIDILJl!!:JILJI£Jl!IJ 
Seat belts: Driver (road block survey)(% offenders - EJ0E.J~BEJEJEIEJEJ 
not wearmg) 

Seat belt: Front passenger(% offenders- not EJEJEJEJEJEJEJEJEJEJ wearing) 

jTraffic signals (% of phases with offence) 10@2]~124 I§J@D~0l!D§::J 
Overtaking: Ave no. of offences I hour per barrier 

llo.sii9.01BBI3.01127.31EJI2.4IIa.910 line survey point 

!Driver license (% offenders)(LMV) IEJIDDIU12JDEJI±:J!UD 
!Professional Driver Permit (% offenders) IIIU!ill[!IJ!ill[illEJILJ!LJ!LJ~ 
jAgreement: Number on license disc & plate IDIQJILJ[J[]DII:::J!IJDD 
jTyres smooth or damaged: (% off)(TBT) l~l!ZJ~~Iill~@IJ~@Q]~ 
jughts: Front Bright (% offenders) IDIU[:JILJ[illDDI±:JI±:JD. 
jughts: Front Dim (% offenders) IDlUDEJIUILJEJEII±:JD 
jughts: Front Flicker(% offenders) IDIU[:JILJ!ill[:]DILJILJD 
jughts: Tail (% offenders) IEJIDDI2JIUDI!IJ!UI!!JD 
jughts: Brake (%offenders) IEJEJDiilli2JD~!UI!!JD 
jughts: Back Flick(% offenders) I[:][][:]IUIUDII:::JI±:JILJD 
Information kmdly provtded by the Amve Ahve Nattonal Fatal Acctdent Information Centre,Nahonal Department of 
Transport 
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APPENDIX C: Home Page 

Where you can pay your flneS or check if you have committed a motoring offence~ 
you can use this site to view your offence.detai1s and image, as well asqueryyourfine online 

For enhanced features, you cari now~ tm Finesordinet {AlrquvJy R.i!:gist~r«f?Luin fntrel 

• Only Johannesburg customers may search for their fines via this website. 
• Registered users may search for their fines using their SAID nubmet. 

Figure 8: Screenshot: Home Page 

View Demonstration button exists on every page of the system for 

users to view an online demonstration of how to perfom1 the task on 

that particular page. This is an attempt to address usability issues. 
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APPENDIX D: User Login 

Figure 9. Screenshot: Login Page 
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APPENDIX E: My Fines Page- Main page for registered users 

Hi. Pllero!a 
Please make rour sefection 

/) 0 Identity tlumber 84030005 
flNDM'f RHE!f Notice Numoor .-, _________ .. _! ___ .. _____ _ 

Emaplt: 22illJ45:)Q}Jl]U,~ 

Figure 10. Screenshot: My Fines Page 

I'wo options tor searching f(lr ±lnes and payment history: 

• Using SA TD number or 

• the fine's notice number 
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• You may -seareh forywrt'int using \'ia. 
yo\U' identity numbtr OR titkfl notiee 
numbu 

• \Vhm: .uatclling \ia notict·numbtt, we 
trv to locate all teh fines as$ociated ·with 
dievehid~ 



Appendix F: Fines-Search Results 

ofloose(s) were found w!lh your sellr<h crlterlo 

"''you want to pay any o1 the fines below via credit card, check me box next to tbefine(s)and click on llle 'PI!Y THESE 

FINES' button at the bohom 

Notice Number Offence Date Paymeut_Statns 

view E6!71215i10QI023696 2007-01-02 08:09:55 Overdue- SUIIIIIlOilfssued 500 

'iew E6!616i5i20011236S5 2007-10-17 16:27:11 :Can Accept Payment .250 
-- --

•iew .E6ii1215I100t:ll3111 ,2007-07-2210:38:15!Casehas been Finalised 0 

nes found in the search 

Figure 11: Screenshot: Fines-Search Results 
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APPENDIX G: Display of Fine Details 

Noli<~ Nlllllller: E6/6Ul75!2QO:US685 
Regislratloul'\nmber : \'LC940GP 

Offence Date: 2007-10-17 16:27:11 

Mnnicipalily : Eklrutl®i 
l).,criptlon : l'OIItWll)'• Southbound 
Speed Limit : 10 lw>h 

Recorded Speed : 8llw>h 
Fiue Vahte : 2SO 

= SACK t-o QUart comt:Sf 
MYRHES FIKE FINE 

Fignre 12. Screenshot: Fine Details Page 

Users' Options: 
• Go back to My Fines Page, 
• Query or Contest the fine or 
• Simply print the fine's details 
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APPENDIX H: Print Fine 

Figure 13. Screenshot: Print Fine Dialogue 
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APPENDIX I: Sign Up Form 

New Member Registration Information 

I. It's SIMPLE and FREE! 
It will only take you a~ 
minutes to b-.4:oroe a member 

2. Enhanced Features 
Enjoy enh:mced lines-sean:hing 
via your idemity munber 

3. Payment History 
Tmck your pa)went histor:{ 
online 

Figure 14. Screenshot: Sign up form 

Email Address• r· 
First l'ame* 

Surname• 

SA Identity Number[==~ -~ 

Password* 
;::=-:::-:.::::==:. ::::; 

Confirm pasS1vord' L------------··---~-J 
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Appendix J: Sign Up Demo Welcome Page 

Figure 15. Screenshot: Online Demonstration for Signing up 

Player options to allow users to pause, re-play, rewind or fast-forward according to their 
preferences. This way, learning is unlimited and understanding guaranteed. 
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APPENDIX K: Query Fine Form 

Query Your Fine 

l. A JS\1PD fiffice:r 14i!l examine your qu~~· 
2. The uuf.cume query wiB be sent to yon withill :l working days. 

Email: 

~--

Ciir' 

[j Iaeorrut bd"ormation on th• fine 
Oustaading summonses \l'al'rauts 
Requ"ot for&., mluctiou 

C;' Em:n1 

~' Post 

contact you? 

Figure 16. Screenshot: Query Form 
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APPENDIX L: Contest Fine Form 

1~ J!\WD oftieer -examines :dua cin:umstances surrounding tlte rEpr€sentatiml. 
2. The document thea gots to tll~ public prosecutor:!' who has: dJQ fiRal say. 
3. The venli<l is !lien fetl ie> the system and a lettenrill ll"ll!>sled toe you rsi~m!ial 

address. 
4. Om:e tll~ vertlic:t is giV<rn, yqa aiii dB haV<r '""'I"" withdrown or be ""''•"P•"'i.of J?y a coW't 

f/J'tftyj:V <!lia!<tl! •• P•ZY the fme or IN< taken m•• e'""''ltl'· 

Email: 

Notice Number: 

On what basis are you contesting y~ur fine? 

,.. Get liue redlleed 

lodge Represenrntioo 

To coufllo-st }'Ottr' H:n.e-1 you wm D.tl!ed tu write a moth"ation leH<tr d1!ltailing rite cirmstanas arn:ud 
wi1idl you wish to c:oatest :your fin~"' 

Mom·atioo: 
~~~~"~"-"~·'"'"'-~--d-· -~ "'""~--'··-···~ 

~~:®~--~ex~ here· ... ·.·-~~-~··· --~~-·-· 

Figure 17. Screeushot: Contest Form 
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APPENDIX M: System-generated No-Reply Notification Email 

from: lile!olliile-norepll@monllle.cua 
} SUbject: Qlle!y N!llitiliimt.lail 
I:, 

'lllilte: 0!:05:4HCOOO 

T !hank you fG! ~,r ~r'1~ yoor fine with !it:~line.co.z:a 
il'Jt tell\ >'il.l ~IS il lll!i yc~ W!ll be lilll.fled Of 1J:t OJtCI!!li ll Sllln II 

Figure 18. Screenshot: Notification Email 

System generated Reference number (using timestamp) for all queries 
and contests submitted via the system. 
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APPENDIX N: Feedback Questionnaire 

:a'Ilv:o.Jm.>D is 1;(1~W:~rilf;: the 'b~t service -ro YQU:.Hdp llS ~ wrse1vice$"to yotthyefl'tf{t~ 1lte-furm 
~e-Dw~ 

!twill only take a 1ttittttm or twG 1o c:cunp!am and you 00 HOt lutve kt~ your na.ttte. 

Wh.~U yow: !wet of ~tuliteracy? 

Were you able!<> complete your task quickly and wi!Mut any trouble? 

Figure 19. Screenshot: Feedback Questionnaire 
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